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The Evolution of Global Paper Industry 1800¬-2050: A Comparative Analysis (World Forests)Springer, 2012

	This book presents an historical analysis of the global paper industry evolution from a comparative perspective. At the centre are 16 producing countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway, the USA, Germany, Canada, Japan, the UK, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Chile, Brazil, Uruguay and Russia). A comparative study of the paper industry...
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Smart Graphics: 4th International Symposium, SG 2004, Banff, Canada, May 23-25, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2004 was held on May 23–25, 2004 in Banff, Canada. It was the fifth event in a series which originally started in 2000 as a AAAI Spring Symposium. In response to the overwhelming success of the 2000 symposium, its organizers decided to turn it into a self-contained event in 2001. With the support...
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Success Stories in Asian AquacultureSpringer, 2009
The stories presented in Success Stories in Asian Aquaculture reflect the unique nature of Asian aquaculture, providing first-time insight into how and why it has become so successful. Overall, the book demonstrates how the resilience, adaptability, and innovation of small-scale aquaculture farmers have been crucial to this success. It...
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Old-Growth Forests: Function, Fate and Value (Ecological Studies)Springer, 2009
Many terms often used to describe old-growth forests imply that these forests are less vigorous, less productive and less stable than younger forests. But research in the last two decades has yielded results that challenge the view of old-growth forests being in decline. Given the importance of forests in battling climate change and the fact...
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Montreal & Quebec City For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2006


	European flair and French joie de vivre — you’ll definitely find these

	elusive old-world qualities in Montréal and Québec City.

	Visiting Montréal is like escaping into a little corner of Europe, except

	that you don’t have to cross the Atlantic to get here. And Montréal

	doesn’t...
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ERP and Data Warehousing in Organizations: Issues and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Offering ERP deployment strategies for information as diverse as patient records, police and community relations, and geospatial services, this text addresses the complex issues that IT and communication technologies pose for organizations of all sizes.

The successful implementation and deployment of enterprise resource planning depends...
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Advanced UNIX Programming (Sams White Book Series)Sams Publishing, 2000
Advanced UNIX Programming goes beyond the fundamentals of UNIX programming and presents information and techniques the readers needs to expand their knowledge base. Designed for professional UNIX programmers, this book builds on the skills and knowledge the reader already possesses. It includes coverage of internet processes, interprocess control,...
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An Introduction to Numerical Analysis for Electrical and Computer EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An engineer’s guide to numerical analysis
To properly function in today’s work environment, engineers require a working familiarity with numerical analysis. This book provides that necessary background, striking a balance between analytical rigor and an applied approach focusing on methods particular to the solving of engineering...
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Fuzzy Logic with Engineering ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Fuzzy logic is a simple phrase that actually refers to a large subject dealing with a set of methods to characterize and quantify uncertainty in engineering systems that arise from ambiguity, imprecision, fuzziness, and lack of knowledge.


	This 15-chapter textbook remains the only major text that can be used for both undergraduate...
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eBay For Canadians For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	eBay For Canadians For Dummies is the perfect primer to one of the world’s most popular Web sites. From how to find that perfect item, to winning it at the perfect price and having it shipped to you, it covers the whole experience of buying. Power Sellers Marsha Collier and Bill Summers also help you make money on eBay, telling...
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Handbook of Smoke Control EngineeringAmerican Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 2012

	The Handbook of Smoke Control Engineering extends the tradition of the comprehensive treatment of smoke control technology, including fundamental concepts, smoke control systems, and methods of analysis. The handbook provides information needed for the analysis of design fires, including considerations of sprinklers, shielded fires, and...
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The Evolution of Hominin Diets: Integrating Approaches to the Study of Palaeolithic SubsistenceSpringer, 2009
This volume brings together new and important research from the top experts in hominid diets across multiple fields. The objective of the volume is to explore if there is a consensus between the different methods, allowing us to better understand the nature of hominin dietary strategies through time. Contributions focus on modern studies, faunal...
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